Patrol Rifle Instructor Qualifications

- Student must show proficiency with patrol rifle.
- Student will have two chances to qualify with a minimum score of 90%.
- 50 round course
- All rounds must be within the Designated Hit Zone.
- Any accidental discharge will be grounds for dismissal from the course. Alibis will not be allowed.
  - (3 rounds in the green = 90% / 4 rounds in the green = fail)
  - Any rounds off of silhouette are an automatic disqualification.
  - Any rounds not fired within time are counted as misses.

50 Yard Stage

Load out
- First Magazine – 10 rounds

Course of Fire
1. Start Prone, 10 Rounds, 20 Seconds

25 Yard Stage

Load out
- First Magazine – 5 rounds
- Second Magazine – 5 rounds

Course of Fire
1. Standing Low Ready to Prone, 5 Rounds, 10 Seconds
2. Standing Low Ready to Prone, 5 Rounds, 10 Seconds
15 Yard Stage

Load out

- First Magazine – 5 rounds – TIMED RELOAD
- Second Magazine – 5 rounds

Course of Fire

1. Standing Low Ready, 5 Rounds, Timed Reload from Bolt Lock (Empty Gun), Kneeling, 5 Rounds, 20 Seconds

10 Yard Stage

Load out

- First Magazine – 10 rounds - NO TIMED RELOAD
- Second Magazine – 10 rounds

1. Standing Low Ready, 1 Round Center, 3 Seconds, Repeat 5 Times
2. Standing Low Ready, 5 Rounds Center, 8 Seconds

NO TIMED RELOAD

3. Standing Low Ready, 1 Round Center, 2 Seconds, Repeat 5 Times
4. Standing Low Ready, 1 Round Head, 2 Seconds, Repeat 5 Times
Prerequisite:
You must have taken, passed and received the TCOLE Award:

- Basic Patrol Rifle #3322 or Basic S.W.A.T. #3301
- Basic Instructor #1014
- Firearms Instructor Certification #2222

Ammunition Requirements

- 1,500 rounds for patrol rifle, No armor-piercing, AP, green tip, or incendiary rounds
- 300 rounds for semi-automatic handgun

Performance Requirements:
You will be required to shoot 2 courses of fire on the first day with a minimum of 90% (2 attempts). If you are unable to achieve 90%, then you will not be allowed to participate in the course at this time. You will not be able to zero before the qualification, and you will qualify with only the weapon you bring to class. No rifle sharing.

- (3 rounds in the green = 90% / 4 rounds in the green = fail)
- Any rounds off of silhouette are an automatic disqualification.
- Any rounds not fired within time are counted as misses.

After this course, you will be prepared to conduct up to date firearm training that addresses the needs of your officers and your community while minimizing the liability of your agency. Our marksmanship training is designed around modern understanding of conditioning, body mechanics and responses to lethal stress. Our instructors integrate behavioral learning and contextual learning principals into their teaching.